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5 of 5 review helpful The various faces of infinity By Jaume Puigbo Vila This book discusses infinity This concept has 
a precise definition in mathematics and since the times of Cantor we know that there are various degrees of infinity 
one of the most interesting problems being whether there in an infinite between the cardinal of the natural numbers 
and that of the real numbers the so called continuum hypothesis which For a thousand years infinity has proven to be a 
difficult and illuminating challenge for mathematicians and theologians It certainly is the strangest idea that humans 
have ever thought Where did it come from and what is it telling us about our Universe Can there actually be infinities 
Is matter infinitely divisible into ever smaller pieces But infinity is also the place where things happen that don t All 
manner of strange paradoxes and fantasies characterize an From Booklist As prolific science writer and physicist 
Barrow regularly remarks infinity is not merely the smallest or biggest thing or the longest time imaginable it s a 
quality that is unimaginable It s thus 
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